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Abstract

The application of collocation methods using spline basis functions to solve differential model equations has been in use for a few decades. However, the application of spline collocation to the solution of the nonlinear, coupled, partial differential equations (in primitive variables) that define the motion of fluids has only recently received much attention. The issues that affect the effectiveness and accuracy of B-spline collocation for solving differential equations include which points to use for collocation, what degree B-spline to use and what level of continuity to maintain. Success using higher degree B-spline curves having higher continuity at the knots, as opposed to more traditional approaches using orthogonal collocation, have recently been investigated along with collocation at the Greville points for linear (1D) and rectangular (2D) geometries. The development of automatic knot insertion techniques to provide sufficient accuracy for B-spline collocation has been underway. The present article reviews recent progress for the application of B-spline collocation to fluid motion equations as well as new work in developing a novel adaptive knot insertion algorithm for a 1D convection-diffusion model equation.

Introduction

Collocation methods, as applied to the solution of differential equations, employ some form of approximating function, such as a polynomial, to approximate the solution by evaluating the function for sufficient numbers of points in the domain of the solution to provide for the determination of the unknown coefficients that
define the approximating function. The evaluation points are called collocation points. It has been found that using spline curves, or piece-wise polynomials, is more effective in representing the solution to the differential equation than pure polynomials, de Boor [1]. That is, it is more effective to fit polynomials to smaller segments of the solution, than to fit one polynomial to the entire domain of the solution. De Boor [1] shows how to construct and apply a B-spline curve to form the solution to an ordinary differential equation.

Fairweather and Meade [2] provide an extensive bibliography of spline collocation methods and their application to various problems. They indicate that there are four classes of spline collocation methods: nodal, orthogonal, extrapolated/modified and collocation/Galerkin. Nodal collocation employs the junctions of the piece-wise polynomials as the collocation points. Orthogonal collocation, probably the most widely used method, uses the Gauss integration points for the collocation points. The extrapolated/modified method is based on nodal collocation and deferred correction to obtain optimal approximation. The collocation/Galerkin method is a hybrid collocation Galerkin method using the lower continuity between piecewise polynomials of the Galerkin method. Pure collocation methods are said to be more efficient than the hybrid collocation/Galerkin methods, which are more efficient than Galerkin methods [2]. Others workers have employed upwind collocation methods for convection dominated flow problems, see for example, Sun [3], Shapiro and Pinder [4].

The orthogonal collocation method of de Boor [1] employs C^{m-1} B-splines of arbitrary order ‘k’ to solve an m^{th} order ordinary differential equation. Other researchers, such as Ganesh and Sloan [5] employ C^{m} B-spline curves/surfaces to solve m^{th} order differential equations. The latter approach reduces the number of unknowns that must be found to produce an approximate solution.

Rubin and Graves [6] were early developers of a cubic spline collocation scheme for solving fluid flow equations. They applied their scheme to the streamfunction-vorticity equations. This approach avoids solving fluid dynamic equations that involve the pressure, which has no boundary conditions. More recently, Lai and Wenston [7] have applied a bi-variate spline collocation method to the streamfunction-vorticity equations, using C^1 cubic splines incorporated into a Galerkin finite element method. Botella [8] applies B-spline collocation to the solution of the Navier-Stokes equations in the velocity-pressure (primitive variable) formulation. Botella employs a fractional step scheme that considers the projection step to be a Div-Grad problem to circumvent the problem of there being no boundary conditions for the pressure.

The present author, Johnson [9], has applied a B-spline collocation method to the solution of the 1D, steady, linear, 2^{nd}-order, convection-diffusion equation using C^3 quartic B-splines with collocation at the Greville abscissae. It was found that Greville collocation using a C^3 quartic B-spline curve yields about the same accuracy as orthogonal collocation using a C^1 cubic B-spline curve. However,
the former method yields significantly lower residuals away from the collocation points and has significantly fewer unknowns than the latter approach.

The present author, Johnson [10], has also applied B-spline collocation at the Greville points to the solution of the 2D, steady, laminar, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations in primitive variable format. The solution for the velocity components and pressure were found by applying an ad-hoc treatment to the boundaries such that the correct pressure field is obtained. It was determined that although the velocity components are specified on the boundaries (Dirichlet boundary conditions), the pressure on the boundaries is critically influenced by the second order derivatives of the velocity components, as indicated by the differential equations. Therefore, it was found that including collocation for the velocity components on the boundaries is essential, even though this leads to an over-specified system of equations. The ad-hoc treatment developed to accomplish this is to sum the absolute values of the residuals for the velocities and the continuity equation in conjunction with finding the unknown de Boor points for the pressure on the boundaries. It was found that C^3 quartic B-spline spline tensor-product surfaces are significantly more accurate than C^2 cubic surfaces for the 2D test problem used (developing channel flow).

The present article describes a method used to determine, adaptively, a knot vector to provide suitable accuracy for the 1D, steady, linear convection-diffusion problem. This problem is defined by

\[ -D \frac{d^2 u}{dx^2} + v \frac{du}{dx} = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( D \) is a constant diffusion coefficient, \( v \) is a constant velocity and \( u \) represents the transported entity. The problem is defined on the interval \( x \in [0,L] \) with Dirichlet boundary conditions given as
The analytical solution to eqn. (1) is

\[
\frac{e^{xv/D} - 1}{e^{Lv/D} - 1}.
\]

Equations (1-2) describe a problem with a boundary layer at boundary \( x = L \). The Peclet number, \( Pe = Lv/D \), characterizes the physics of the flow problem: the higher the Peclet number, the more the transport is convection-dominated and the narrower the boundary layer. For the convenience of the reader, a description of the construction and evaluation of B-spline curves is given.

**B-spline curves**

A B-spline (basis-spline) curve is constructed from individual B-splines, on some interval, Hoschek and Lasser [14], and Farin [15]. A \( k \)-th order B-spline is a \((k-1)\) degree polynomial. The interval is partitioned into subintervals; the break points between subintervals are called knots. If the knots are given as \( t_0 \leq t_1 \leq ... \leq t_m \), then a knot vector is defined as \( T = (t_0, t_1, t_2, ..., t_m) \), where \( t \) is a parameter that may or may not coincide with a Cartesian coordinate; for our example, they will coincide. Given a knot vector \( T = (t_0, t_1, t_2, ..., t_p, t_{p+1}, ..., t_{p+k}) \), a B-spline \( N_{ik} \) of order \( k \) is defined as:

\[
N_{ik} = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{for } t_i \leq t < t_{i+1} \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

and

\[
N_{ik}(t) = \frac{(t-t_i)}{(t_{i+k-1}-t_i)} N_{i,k-1}(t) + \frac{(t_{i+k}-t)}{(t_{i+k}-t_{i+1})} N_{i+1,k-1}(t)
\]

for \( k > 1 \) and \( i = 0, 1, ..., p \). Forth-order B-splines are referred to as cubic B-splines. Given points \( d_i \) in \( R^2 \) for \( i = 0, 1, ..., p \), and a knot vector \( T \), a B-spline curve \( X(t) \) in \( R^2 \) is defined as

\[
X(t) = \sum_{i=0}^{p} d_i N_{ik}(t)
\]

for \( p \geq k-1 \). The \( d_i \) are called de Boor points or control points. The B-spline curve has continuity \( C^{k-m-1} \) at the knots for knot multiplicity ‘m’ [14]. The de Boor points \( d_i \) can be located where the user desires. The de Boor points are restricted to lie at the Greville abscissae for the present problem. This means that
the Cartesian coordinate ‘x’ is coincident with parametric coordinate ‘t.’ The
formula for Greville abscissae for an n-degree B-spline curve is [15]

\[ \xi_i = \frac{1}{n} (t_i + t_{i+1} + \ldots + t_{i+n-1}) \]  (7)

where the \( t_i \) are the knots. Although B-spline curves can be evaluated using eqns.
(4-6), they can also be converted to Bezier spline curves in terms of Bernstein
polynomials and evaluated. The latter is employed here because the curves and
derivatives are easy to evaluate. The Boehm algorithm [14,15] is used to convert
B-spline curves to Bezier curves. The Boehm algorithm inserts temporary knots
at existing knot locations. The knot is inserted at an existing knot value \( t_i \) using

\[ d^K_i(t) = \frac{t_i+n-\kappa}{t_i+n-\kappa-t_i-1} d^{\kappa-1}_{i-1}(t) + \frac{t_i-\kappa-t_i-1}{t_i+n-\kappa-t_i-1} d^{\kappa-1}_i(t) \]  (8)

for \( \kappa = 1, \ldots, n-m, \) and \( i = 1 - n + \kappa + 1, \ldots, 1 - m + 1, \) where \( d^K_i \) is the new de
Boor point at level \( \kappa; \) \( n \) is the degree of B-splines used, and \( m \) is the multiplicity
of the original knot. Sufficient ‘temporary’ knots are inserted at existing knot
locations until multiplicity ‘n’ is reached. The level \( \kappa \) is equal to zero for the
original set of de Boor points. For quartic B-spline curves \( (n = 4), \) the level 2 and
3 de Boor points become Bezier points, plus the intersection of two adjacent
interpolating lines becomes the 5th Bezier point, Hoschek and Lasser [14]. A
Bezier curve can be defined in terms of the Bezier points as follows:

\[ b^n(t) = \sum_{j=0}^{n} b_j B^j_n(t) \]  (9)

where \( n \) is the degree of the Bezier curve, \( b^n(t) \) is the Bezier curve, the \( b_j \) are the
Bezier points and the \( B^j_n(t) \) are Bernstein polynomials. The latter are defined as
[15]

\[ B^j_n(t) = \binom{n}{i} t^i (1-t)^{n-i} \]  (10)

\[ \binom{n}{i} = \begin{cases} \frac{n!}{i!(n-i)!} & \text{if } 0 \leq i \leq n \\ 0, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases} \]  (11)

The reason for starting with B-spline rather than Bezier curves, is that less
information is required to define a B-spline curve. A \( C^{\infty} \) continuous spline curve
can automatically be generated using n-degree B-splines. Parametric derivatives of a Bezier curve are obtained from simple formulae. The $r^{th}$ parametric derivative of a Bezier curve defined using Bernstein polynomials is [15]

$$\frac{\mathrm{d}^r}{\mathrm{d}t^r} b^n(t) = \frac{n!}{(n-r)!} \sum_{j=0}^{n-r} \Delta^r_j b_j B^{n-r}_j(t)$$

where $r$ is the order of the derivative. The difference operator $\Delta^r$ for $r = 1, 2$ is

$$\Delta^1 b_i = b_{i+1} - b_i$$

$$\Delta^2 b_i = b_{i+2} - 2b_{i+1} + b_i$$

Finally, the curvature at a point on a B-spline curve is given by [15]

$$\kappa = \frac{\|\hat{x} \wedge \ddot{x}\|}{\|\hat{x}\|^3}$$

where $\kappa$ is the curvature, $x(t)$ is the B-spline curve, $\wedge$ is the cross–product and the dots refer to differentiation with respect to parametric variable ‘$t$.’

**Adaptive knot insertion**

Adaptive knot insertion is the ability to modify the knot vector, i.e. the discrete partition, algorithmically, such that the final solution achieves some desired level of accuracy. The approach used in the present study begins with a knot vector with knots at the endpoints only, that is, one curve segment to fit the whole solution. A solution is obtained, the adaptive knot insertion algorithm is applied, another solution is obtained with the new knot vector, and so forth until a converged knot vector is obtained.

The strategy used in developing an adaptive knot insertion algorithm to limit the size of a knot interval is based on the following criteria:

- the magnitude of the curvature should be incorporated,
- the gradient of the curve should be incorporated, and
- the aspect ratio between adjacent intervals should be limited.

The curvature is important in limiting the size of knot intervals for simple approximation considerations. The curve gradient is important because an approximation to a steeper curve will be more sensitive to a change in the independent variable than if the curve has a smaller gradient. The aspect ratio is thought to be important because the joining of high continuity curve segments is smoother for segments of similar lengths.
The method of employment of the curvature in the determination of the maximum length for a knot interval is the novel aspect of the present knot insertion algorithm. The curvature can be incorporated in a dimensionless way by considering the maximum sum of ‘angular’ segments (in radians) $\delta \theta$ that a curve segment should include. For a circle, an arc length ‘s’ is equal to the radius times the angular segment $\Delta \theta$. For an arbitrary curve, the curvature is the rate of change of the angle $\alpha$ between two tangent vectors for two neighboring points on the curve with respect to the arc length $s$, Farin [15] or $\kappa = da/ds$. Thus the curvature for a circle is the inverse of the radius. For the present application, the spline curve is divided into small segments ($\Delta x = 0.0002L$), and the arc lengths computed from:

$$\delta s = \left(\delta x^2 + \delta y^2\right)^{1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

The curvature at the center of each curve segment is calculated using eqn. (14) and multiplied by $\delta s$, and summed as follows:

$$\Delta \theta = \sum \delta \theta = \sum \kappa \delta s \leq C_{\text{max}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

where $C_{\text{max}}$ is a constant determined by numerical experiment. The procedure that has been found to work with the 1D convection-diffusion test problem is to calculate the solution, beginning with a single B-spline curve segment as mentioned earlier, then perform the summation of eqn. (16), inserting a knot each time $C_{\text{max}}$ is reached. The solution is then found based on the new knot vector and the knot insertion procedure is performed again. By the third time the solution is found, a pretty good solution is available. The location of the smallest knot interval is then determined. From the smallest knot interval outward in both directions, a limiting interval expansion is then applied. The limiting expansion formula incorporates the considerations given above concerning both the gradient of the curve and the aspect ratio of adjacent intervals. The limiting expansion formula is

$$\frac{\Delta l_i}{\Delta l_{i-1} \text{ or } i+1} = \frac{1}{E_{\text{max}}} + \left(E_{\text{max}} - 1\right)(\cos \beta)^{1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

where angle $\beta$ is the angle of the tangent to the curve at the center of the small curve segment with respect to the x-axis. If the tangent to the solution curve becomes parallel to the x-axis, the cosine function becomes unity; the maximum expansion ration in eqn. (17) will then be equal to $E_{\text{max}}$. As the solution curve tends toward the vertical, the cosine function tends to zero, and the minimum tends to $1/E_{\text{max}}$. Thus, for the limiting expansion formula, the maximum expansion ratio is the inverse of the minimum expansion ratio. Of course, as the gradient of the solution curve increases, the cosine function tends...
to zero, limiting the expansion of the knot intervals in the region of a steep solution gradient. The exponent ½ of the cosine function was determined to be effective through numerical experimentation.

**Results and discussion**

The solution is found using C³ quartic B-splines. The de Boor points for the B-spline curve are located at the Greville abscissae, eqn. (7). The collocation points are also located at the Greville abscissae. The problem matrix is derived from applying Newton’s method to the problem, to obtain \( J\dot{x} = -R \), where \( J \) is the Jacobian, determined numerically, \( \dot{x} \) is the update vector and \( R \) is the residual vector. The matrix is solved using a direct solver based on LU decomposition.

The present adaptive knot insertion method has been applied to the test problem, eqns. (1,2), for \( L = 1 \), for three Peclet numbers: 5, 50 and 200. Table 1 provides algorithmic information and results for the three cases. These include the values used for \( E_{\text{max}} \), the number of knots in the final solution, the number of solution iterations required for convergence of the discrete partition, and the maximum errors found from error evaluation at 5001 equally spaced points. A value of \( C_{\text{max}} = 0.2 \), see eqn. (16), was found to be suitable based on numerical experiment, for all cases. Figure 1 illustrates the exact solutions for the three Peclet numbers. The adaptive knot insertion algorithm is applied for each case. Figure 2 shows the curvature \( \kappa \) for each of the three cases.

Figure 3 shows the cumulative sum of angular segments for each knot interval for \( Pe = 50 \). It can be seen that the knot interval at the point of greatest curvature is narrower than adjacent ones, fig. 2. The intervals expand faster to the left than to the right because the gradient is steeper to the right. Also, the intervals near \( x = L \) contract. The single parameter-based expansion formula, eqn. (18), with \( E_{\text{max}} = 1.3 \), for \( C_{\text{max}} = 0.2 \), is adequate for \( 5 \leq Pe \leq 50 \) to find accurate solutions. Unfortunately, \( E_{\text{max}} \) has to be modified for \( Pe = 200 \). Therefore, additional investigations are called for to determine if a formula can be found that will fit a larger range of Pe numbers. It may be the case that \( E_{\text{max}} \) should be a function of the gradient. Nevertheless, it is shown that a curvature-based formula for adaptive knot insertion, which includes the influence of solution curve gradient, can provide a suitable partition for an accurate solution for the test problem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Case</th>
<th>( E_{\text{max}} )</th>
<th>knots inserted</th>
<th>solution iter.</th>
<th>max error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pe = 5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.41x10⁻⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pe = 50</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.24x10⁻⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pe = 200</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.06x10⁻⁵</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Exact solutions for the test problem for the three Peclet numbers.

Figure 2. Curvature $\kappa$ for the test problem for the three Peclet numbers.

Figure 3. Cumulative $\sum \delta \theta = \sum \kappa \delta s$ for each knot interval for $Pe = 50$. 
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